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There are many species of opera and folk song in northwest of China. They are very 
important part of Chinese folk literature.The folk literature in the history of China 
occupies an important position. Northwest opera and folk songs in the local dialect the 
word that time, word of sung prolonged without a break, deeply loved the people. 
Opera and folk song carrying a double meaning.It’s not only the national emotional 
bond but also is the carrier of language and culture. A study on the phonetics of opera 
and folk song in Northwest of China can help to reveal dialect of Northwest and 
provide important evidence for the history of the Northwest Chinese dialects. 
In this paper, We focus on Wanwan shadow of Shaanxi and opera and folk song in 
Ming and Qing Dynasty. Studying summarized northwest of Ming and Qing 
Dynasties of Chinese dialects phonetic features.There are main features: 1. Middle 
Entering Endings of glottal stop in the Ming and Qing northwest Chinese dialects 
have disappeared into the female rhyme rhyme confused.2. ~ m ~ n rhyme rhyme 
with the merger, ~ m coda disappear; 3. Reading Guoshe vowel [o] or [uo] or a 
change in the form of sound. 4. In case of Liushe word with mold rhyme rhyme with 
each other. 5.deep cross word Zhenshe had taken the word through mutual charge 
stems. 6.Wanwan shadow word does not reach the subject had taken the word stems 
through rhyme, Shaanxi Opera in deep occasionally attain taken word and had taken 
the word stems through the phenomenon of rhyme; 7.De and Mai rhyme with –i. 
8 .Dang and Jiang She confluence subject. 9.JiaShe vowel main reading [a], [ia] or 
[ua].10. XieShe main reading [ai], [iai], [uai], [i] .11 .XiaoShe vowel read [au], [iau] 
or [uau]. 12. LiuShe vowel read [əu], [iəu] or [ou], [iou] .13 .A part of Jianshe’word 
was still read Radical consonant.14 .full-voiced consonants irrespective of Oblique 
read as aspirated. 15. suspected female confluence shadow, shadow reading [n] or [ŋ]. 
The De mo (mai) rhyme with -i and  read [n] or [ŋ] phenomenon seen in Shaanxi 
opera and Wanwan shadow has not been found.  
"Huaer" originated in the Ming Dynasty.A study on the Xining "Huaer", Linxia 
"Huaer", Guyuan "Huaer "’s rhyme and  rhyme types and other characteristics and 
thus contrast. The analysis revealed that "function words into rhyme", "different phase 
modulation charge", "charge fu rhyme" and a "Huaer" rhyme similarities, this 














Songs" is sung "Angels" rather than literary creations from the box limit under certain 
conditions. "Huaer" Rhyme of the characteristics, which can be analyzed, "Book of 
Songs" to provide useful lessons with a rhyme. 
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② 我们认为“迷胡”当为“眉户”的同音字。“眉”，《广韵》：“武悲切”，止摄开口三等平声脂韵明母。李




为[i]（《汉语语音史》，1985 年版）。邵荣芬先生指出：“佛经中多用脂韵字对译梵文的 i 或ī，在梵文字母对
音里脂韵字对 i 和ī更有一贯不变的性质。所以脂部作 i 大致是可以肯定的。”（《切韵研究》，中国社会科学
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